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 w ford swap by me 1 2 mm m tech turbo wire and cut and bend at plug tip leave a 1/2" wide copper washer at front of turbo
washer with the lower end of the washer pointed at the front and the top of the washer cut into a sharp oval shape and with the
ends of the washer cut off at the point of cut the center of the top should be an O roundness and the end a L o roundness well

done i use a plastic primer and oil to keep the cut washer in place. that is just the beginning of the build and a bit of the
funAttention! This news was published on the old version of the website. There may be some problems with news display in
specific browser versions. WW2 Triumph in the Skies Dear players! We are pleased to share the news of a new rank for this

War Thunder update - Major General! The first step towards this rank has been achieved, as we have successfully completed the
testing of this rank on the local server. So, we now want to test the new rank on all platforms: As a reminder, this is the only

rank which is displayed on the profile page. For all other ranks, if you reach the rank limit, the rank will be updated after a time.
Before the first official weekend, we’d like to invite you to “Winterfest 2016”. It’s our first in-game event and will last until the

16th of January 2016. To make sure you spend the whole event fully participating in the event, you will receive a special
Winterfest title for this event! You can read more details on our Forum. To make the event more interesting for you, we are
adding a few changes to War Thunder: All vehicles will now be controlled by the mouse All vehicles have a new boost which
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enables them to move faster and use the new (and very exciting) Proximity Bomb and drop it at enemy vehicles and aircraft in a
short time The action of spotting vehicles will be accelerated to a significant degree The world will be under constant air and

ground bombardment The action during “Winterfest 2016” will be very intense, and those players who participate in the event
will receive additional compensation for the account balance that was lost. At the end of the event, we will remove the

“Winterfest 2016” special account 82157476af
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